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OUR PERSPECTIVE ON A MARKET 
YOU THOUGHT YOU KNEW

QUO VADIS, 
CHINA?
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The Chinese market has changed substantially in the last couple of years. 

It is not about going there and generate volumes anymore (albeit some notable exceptions). Now, it’s rather a battlefield 
where numerous players from all areas (new and old alike) fight for customers who are highly demanding, picky, have full 
transparency and yet show only limited loyalty. On top of that, they have to cope with rising costs – the only way to do so 
is to pro-actively engage customers in a smart way.

From our perspective, there are 5 challenge clusters:

Macroeconomic 
squeeze & 
environmental 
regulations

Higher cost of living is coupled with uncertainty about the trade war which limit consumer spending despite 
increasing income; on municipal level, cities are moving towards increased and more strict environmental 
rulings through increased license plate limitations, together with push of NEVs by central government and 
forcing traditional manufacturing and aftersales out of city cores

Increasing 
pressure from 
retail

New competitors 
from all fronts

Varying
customer groups, 

preferences & rising 
expectations

Changing market 
dynamics

This all happens while the retail itself is getting highly cost intensive through increasing number of outlets and 
more luxurious giant 4S dealerships. In the meanwhile, franchises themselves are increasingly harder to control

More competitors are entering the market. Auto startups, retailers engaging in OEM business, tech giants 
along with specialized players, verticals as well as intermediaries all challenge OEMs’ status quo

OEMs must deal with highly diverse customers across all channels; despite their differences, their common 
denominator is their high expectations towards OEMs and their products and retail interface

QUO VADIS, 
CHINA?

Local competitors are catching up quickly and have evolved into a formidable force not only through 
improved product quality but also through premiumization and budgetization of their products/brands; 

digitalization is found in all aspects of life. Overall, the stable Chinese growth-market will be subject to some 
regular short-term disturbances
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OEMs must find the right answers! 

Western OEMs have invested heavily in the country to participate in its growth. This generated a heavy reliance and thus, 
they have no choice but to weather the existing challenges which even might magnify over the following years

We see a series of implications on OEMs which need to be answered in adequate ways:

Macroeconomic 
squeeze & 
environmental 
regulations

OEMs will have to deal with electrification while spending more budget to attract customers; manufacturing 
and retail locations need to be re-considered. This leads to the questions how OEMs are positioned and how 
the NEV (New Energy Vehicles) portfolio and their manufacturing/retail footprint setup should look like

Increasing 
pressure from 
retail

New competitors 
from all fronts

Varying
customer groups, 

preferences & rising 
expectations

Changing market 
dynamics

Retail setup needs to be optimized with improved dealer business monitoring leading to more transparency. 
This leads to the questions how future retail blueprints shall look like, which KPIs are used for monitoring and 
overall, OEM’s role in retail

New competitors came to stay and will potentially leave a big mark in defining customer demands; OEMs 
need to focus more on innovation. Yet, the key question is on how to deal with new competitors and 
whether partnerships are viable

OEMs need to set up an omni-channel presence, ensure consistent content & quality and approach customers pro-
actively through customized services. OEMs must invest to improve brand loyalty and cultivate a brand following.

At the same time, any deviations & changes in the market must be closely observed. These lead to the questions who 
the future customers are and how and with which content, products & services they are addressed online & offline 

QUO VADIS, 
CHINA?

Local organizations with appropriate capacities and capabilities are necessary to counter changing market 
demands, whether it’s budgetization or large-scale digitalization. Yet, the question remains, how divergent product 

and software substance & quality can be handled, how local Chinese organizations deal with HQ organizations 
and what the underlying requirements are. The question of designing an appropriate local brand also remains
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FIRST, 
A LOOK AT THE PAST

QUO VADIS, 
CHINA?
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After joining the World Trade 
Organization in 2001, China’s 
vehicle sales accelerated: 

> China surpassed the EU in 
2009 (13 mn. vehicles) and the 
US in 2010 (17 mn. vehicles) in 
terms of vehicle sales

> On average, vehicle sales 
numbers grew by over 
1,000,000 units annually from 
2000-2019

> In 2019 almost 25 mn. vehicles 
were sold in China, making up  
30% of global sales

VEHICLE SALES 2000-2019 IN MILLION

After joining the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China’s vehicle sales increased 
rapidly

Source: IHS Markit, Berylls
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For over a decade now, China is the largest automotive producer in the world

Source: IHS Markit, Statista, CEIC, Berylls
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Today, China is the BIGGEST AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCER in the world

While producing one million 
vehicles in 1992, China reached 
the production mark of 2 million 
vehicles in 2000. After joining the 
WTO in 2001, not only vehicle sales 
accelerated, but also vehicle
production: 

> China surpassed the US as the 
world’s largest automotive 
producer in 2008, with China 
producing 9.3 mn. vehicles & 
the US 8.7 mn.

> In 2019, China produced over 
24 mn. vehicles20

China surpasses the 
US in terms of 

vehicles produced

VEHICLE PRODUCTION 2000-2019 IN MILLION
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SARS in 2003 and the Financial Crisis in 2008 hurt the global economy,
but China’s automotive industry & economy seemed “immune” both times

Source: Worldbank, Berylls
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During the Financial Crisis in 2007/2008, the Chinese government reduced automotive taxes to 
boost flagging sales & when global production & supply networks continued to function, the 
economy continued with growth. Thus, the impact of the crisis was relatively small

When the SARS outbreak occurred, the Western economies were just coming out of a downturn from 
2001 to 2002, leading to an increased demand for China’s exports. That helped the Chinese economy 
to recover from the epidemic and to sustain the increasing demand for Chinese vehicles

European debt 
crisis

GDP GROWTH (ANNUAL) IN %
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China is playing an increasingly important role in the worldwide automotive market; 
as of 2019, many international OEMs sell a major portion of their cars in China

Source: IHS Markit, Berylls

TODAY, MANY MAJOR 
NON-CHINESE OEMs ARE

HIGHLY 
DEPENDENT
ON THE CHINESE 
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A closer look at the production and sales figures of premium OEMs show that comparatively 
less vehicles are being imported to meet sales demands
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Source: IHS Markit, Berylls
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In recent years, the automotive market stagnated, and the GDP growth rate seems to level 
off; furthermore, COVID-19 hit the economy

Source: Berylls

What does this 
economic slowdown 

mean, and what 
challenges do come 

along with it?

BUT

China mulls measures to rev up auto consumption amid coronavirus hitAn array of cities in China have recently jumped on the bandwagon by introducing new measures 
to stimulate domestic consumption of automobiles …

– Global Times

China’s new vehicle market hits a bump in the road
Much has been made of the slowdown in China’s car market. Is this a hint at a new normal for new car sales in China? Should foreign automakers …

– Automotive World

Coronavirus: Chinese carmakers 
struggle with disruption 

Annual motor show is delayed, production 
lines are only just restarting and dealerships 
are empty of customers …

– Financial  Times
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A LOOK AT THE
CHALLENGES AHEAD

QUO VADIS, 
CHINA?
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MACROECONOMIC 
SQUEEZE

ENVIRONMENTAL 
REGULATIONS

1
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Macroeconomic squeeze & environmental regulations
Macroeconomic squeeze

OUR OBSERVATION
> Despite higher disposable income, the cost of living has increased 

even more rapidly – not only have prices for basic living increased, 
e.g. grocery prices, but prices for education and upbringing of 
children have increased, too

> The biggest burden are real estate prices which have skyrocketed

> Coupled with current uncertainties from trade war, consumer 
spending is limited despite increasing income

> Prepare for rapid turnover of portfolio & flexible pricing based on 
macro-economic changes, e.g. if import tariffs are lowered, import 
prices can be eased, local model prices shall follow suit to stay 
competitive and avoid cannibalization/intra-brand price 
competition

> Closely observe competitor moves and adjust portfolio and prices 
quickly; update products frequently, e.g. on an annual basis

> Due to less available funds, customers are more price sensitive than 
before. Having always full transparency on current customer 
segments is essential in order to offer the right product portfolio at 
appropriate price levels

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

The world's two largest economies have been locked in a bitter trade battle
The dispute has seen the US and China impose tariffs on hundreds of billions of dollars worth of one another's goods…

– BBC News

US and China begin imposing 

new tariffs as trade war 

escalates

China and the United States have 

begun imposing additional tariffs on 

each other’s goods in the latest 

escalation of their bruising trade war 

that has sent shockwaves through the 

global economy.…

– The Guardian

Source: National Bureau of Statistics, Berylls
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> Optimize industrial structures: Consolidation of industrial production 
capacity, deepening of pollution control etc.

> Promote clean energy

> Develop green transport

> …

OUR OBSERVATION

Macroeconomic squeeze & environmental regulations
Environmental regulations

1 NEV = New Energy Vehicles, i.e. hybrid/plug-in hybrid/battery electric and fuel cell electric vehicles 
Source: Berylls

> Cities are moving towards stricter environmental rulings & 
enforcement such as increased license plate limitations mainly for ICE; 
NEVs1 are strongly pushed by central and municipal governments alike

> Furthermore, environmental regulations force manufacturing & 
aftersales out of city cores to sub-urban & further remote areas

> Work bays for chemical-heavy aftersales services such as body and 
paint can’t be attached to central and urban located dealerships

> This results in logistic & retail network challenges

> Closely and frequently monitor regulatory changes on NEV 
subsidies on both central and municipal government level

> Ensure pricing adaptations to be eligible for subsidies and other 
benefits such as non-restriction of license plates

> Focus on BEVs and FCEVs in general; offer PHEVs for higher priced 
models as these are primarily purchased for taxes and license plate 
reasons yet labelled as a transitional technology

> Flexible manufacturing and retail footprints must be developed as 
certain functions will require relocations due to zoning regulations

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

“BATTLE FOR BLUE SKY”
is a three-year action plan for cleaner air and to improve 
air quality through actions across all key sectors

A comprehensive strategy issued by the State Council in 
June 2018, the so called 

Targets
> 15% reduction of sulphur dioxide & nitrogen oxide by 2020 compared to 

2015 levels

> 18% reduction of PM2.5 density

Key Mission
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2
VARYING CUSTOMER 
GROUPS, 
PREFERENCES

RISING 
EXPECTATIONS
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> Customers need to be approached pro-actively both physically & 
digitally through all available channels in a highly personalized and 
tailored manner – an omni-channel approach is key!

> Omni-channel presence, equivalent and homogenous information & 
offering must always be guaranteed. Any kind of experience must be 
of the same content and quality

> Customer data need to be usable for seamless connection across 
different channels

Varying customer groups, preferences & rising expectations
Customer group & behavior diversification with varying preferences

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> OEMs must deal with online & offline channels simultaneously

> While customers expect professional and experienced support & 
assistance in both channels, they have highly diversified 
preferences and demands

> All customers require same information transparency that is given 
online at any retail store as well

OUR PERSPECTIVE

Customers with 
various backgrounds 
& preferences from 
different tiers! 

I am Mei Yang, I am 30 and from 
Kunming. I will buy my first car 

and I am indecisive which 
brand I like the most therefore I 

compare a lot!

I am Xiao Hao, I am 28 and from 
Chongqing. I like green energy and 
therefore I prefer buying a NEV as 

next car!

I am Wu Wei, I am 36 years old and from 
Shanghai. For my second car, I already know 
which model I like and I want to save time & 

effort when buying the car!  

OUR RECOMMENDATION

I am Xiao Li, I am 54 and from Chifeng. I 
barely drive and I don’t know much about 

cars, so I want easy-to-read knowledge & 
info helping me to decide on a car!

Tier-1

Tier-2

Tier-4

New Tier-1
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Varying customer groups, preferences & rising expectations
Rising customer expectations

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> Despite their differences, the common denominator of the 

customers is their requirements to physically experience various 
models at the dealership and consultation with a salesperson

> Customers expect high value for money and will look out for other 
brands if their needs are not met 

> Customers are willing to integrate into an ecosystem, but not 
compulsively

> OEMs need to understand their positioning within the minds of 
their different customers, how their customers see and what they 
demand from OEMs’ brands, products and customer interface – esp. 
changes in perception must be quickly understood and followed-up

> OEMs must continuously benchmark competitors’ activities and 
assess which of their offerings need to be integrated into their own 
portfolio

> This requires that OEMs fully understand who their customers are 
and what they want

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

84%
of customers still prefer going to the 4S dealer for 
physical product experience before the final purchase

Customers use both online & offline channels to 
get informed about their desired cars. 
Yet, 

FURTHERMORE,

TOUCH & FEEL of various demo cars

TEST DRIVE desired car on the same day

FACE TO FACE consultation

Most CONVENIENT handover and aftersales

Car owner COMMUNITIES for various segments

OEM branded LIFESTYLE products
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INCREASING 
PRESSURE FROM 
RETAIL

3
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Increasing pressure from retail
Rising cost of retail

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> Retail networks keep on expanding across the entire country in

order to be closer to the customer and to fully exploit the
maximum market potential in all tiers

> Furthermore, 4S stores are more and more upgraded to be more
luxurious, modern with more entertainment and leisure areas

> These developments lead to extra-ordinary financial expenses but
capital is not being used most efficiently

> OEMs need to stop the one-fits-all approach
> Instead of increasing the number of standard 4S dealerships, OEMs

should rather use an intelligent mix of various formats targeting
different customer demands – formats targeted specifically at sales,
aftersales and experience with different sizes

> These are deployed according to customer habit patterns with the
large ones being the focal points and whitespots covered by
smaller ones – mobile and temporary formats should also be
considered

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Skyrocketing 
rent & land 

purchase costs

Monthly rent prices up to 2,500 RMB/sqm 
in high footfall areas  

¥
¥ ¥

¥

Rent & purchase costs:
For higher customer coverage, more costly 4S 
dealerships are built  leading to increasing cost of retail

Upgrading costs:
Traditional 4S high costs increases further through 
general upgrading, embedding of more hospitality & 
experiential elements 
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Increasing pressure from retail
Difficult steering

OUR OBSERVATION
> Current retail setup of many OEMs makes it difficult to control & 

steer their dealerships

> Large sets of unfocused KPIs fail to indicate potential risks and 
threats for individual dealers and network stability

> Furthermore, sole reliance on many KPIs that are not thoroughly 
compiled, no focused measures can be derived

> OEMs lack means to formulate uniform rules & processes that 
guarantee same customer retail experience in every franchise 

> Retailers need an easily understandable KPI metric system focusing 
on a few critical KPIs to evaluate performance and financial health
esp. with regards to debt and cashflow

> Quality of retail must be streamlined requiring a higher level of 
direct OEM engagement and inclusion of further 3rd parties instead 
of fully relying on current retail partners

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Large number of investors with:

> various businesses

> dissimilar KPI tracking methods

> different reporting tools

Source: Berylls

Monitoring & comparing 
dealerships’ and investors’
financial health is difficult

Ensuring uniform customer retail 
experience and implementing new 
experience elements is difficult

Large KPI set without 
focus topics or key issues

Complex evaluation & judgement
of dealer performance
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CHANGING 
MARKET DYNAMICS
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If it is the subway card or the entrance card to the 
office building: Digital IDs belong to the daily life of 
Chinese consumers just like digital payments via 
WeChat Pay or Alipay

Digital ID & payment

Changing market dynamics
Digital peer pressure

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> Customers are surrounded by digital elements and solutions across 

all industries, impacting customer habits and future requirements 

> As for 4S dealerships, digitalization enables convenient retail and 
aftersales experience

> Connectivity functions are becoming one of the key purchase 
decision criteria

> Digital service offerings will determine customers’ perspective of the 
brand and thus the overall customer satisfaction

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Across all sectors & industries, customers find themselves 
embedded in a digital network of offerings & solutions.
The current COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated this 
development and revealed those lagging behind in their digital 
capabilities

> OEMs need to be in charge of the entire customer journey and 
digitalize every step of the way

> If full digitalization is not implementable, key use 
cases/touchpoints with highest degree of convenience and 
practicability need to be digitalized at least

> Connectivity offering must become a key item on the R&D 
agenda; yet the number of offered functions is not relevant, more 
important are look & feel and their integration with other vehicle 
functions

Manufacturers and brands use live-stream 
broadcasts through various apps to provide 
extensive product introduction and to support 
upcoming market launches

Digital marketing

Digital ecommerce in daily life
Food and beverage can be ordered via app and will 
be delivered within minutes reducing waiting time, 
enabling live status checking and overall enhancing 
convenienceSunflour, Luckin Coffee

Beijing subway card app

Porsche Taycan live-stream
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Changing market dynamics
Shifting market shares

Source: IHS Markit, CAAM, Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION OUR PERSPECTIVE

From 2016 until today, volume brands’ sales volume and 
overall market share decreased while premium brands 
sold more cars than ever

> OEMs must be aware of any short-term disruptions and be flexible 
enough to react quickly

> All these require that any OEM organization needs capabilities and 
functions to reflect and respond to rising individual demands of 
the growing Chinese market

> Volume brand OEMs need to emulate premium brand approaches 
and engage with their customers in a more pro-active & 
personalized way

OUR RECOMMENDATION

> While the total automotive sales volume is shrinking, volume and 
budget OEMs have lost some ground in the total market

> Premium brands, on the other hand, are growing since purchasing 
power of premium brand customers and the general desire for 
higher quality are increasing

> The current pandemic has intensified this effect, e.g. easing of 
license plate restrictions primarily benefits premium OEMs

> Simple market growth for everyone has come to a halt

VOLUME BRANDS PREMIUM BRANDS 

+36%

-9%

-72%

+3%

+15%

+48%

+50%

Sales

2016: 2.223 mn.
2019: 3.032 mn.

Sales

2016: 22.154 mn.
2019: 18.412 mn.

+32%
+11%

-17%

Overall market share 

2016: 91%
2019: 86%
Jan-Mar 2020: 72%

Overall market share 

2016: 9%
2019: 14%
Jan-Mar 2020: 28%
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Changing market dynamics
Emerging used-car market

Source: CADA, MOFCOM, press, Berylls Strategy Advisors   1 All vehicle types, incl. CV, motorcycles

OUR OBSERVATION

> OEMs cannot neglect the size & development of the used car 
market and the new players, therefore they need to build up 
specific used car ecosystems with better products, offerings and, if 
possible, also pricing

> Consider collaboration with used car players for online channels 
to leverage their reach, e.g. by offering the complete used car stock 
on a 3rd party platform

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

201520132011 2014

10.39

2012 2016 2017 2018 2019

6.82
7.94 8.47 9.20 9.42

12.40
13.82

14.92

CAGR
+10.3%

Used cars market development based on trade volume 
(in mn. units)1

> With an increasing overall car parc, used cars gained 
more popularity amongst customers

> Used cars are mostly sold via 3rd parties, such as 
Guazi and Youxin, used car malls or independent 
used car retailers and agents, and less so by OEM 
retailers themselves

> The used car market is increasing but often without big shares and 
involvement of OEMs

> Customers more often buy a used car today then ever, meaning they 
not only have enough offerings but more trust in buying a used car

> It needs to be observed, whether this trend will continue in future 
with new technology propulsion cars such an BEVs or FCEVs
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Changing market dynamics
Local players making big leaps

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> We observe two predominant trends regarding local OEMs:

1. Rapid connectivity services catch up, especially those 
services previously reserved for premium OEMs become 
increasingly commoditized

2. Expansion of product portfolios at the upper and lower 
end with premium and/or entry-level cars respectively; 
premiumization is the main movement whether it’s Exeed
by Chery, Lynk&CO, Polestar or Geometry by Geely

> OEMs need to remain innovative and stand out from the crowd; 
thus, customer centric innovations must be focused along with 
improvements of its retail interface

> Innovation speed need to be high while product updates need to be 
frequent and visible – esp. connectivity service offerings

> With the advantage of a longer heritage and stronger brand image, 
established OEMs need to expand on their brand cult

> The creation of their own premium/budget brand can be 
considered yet co-existence of vehicle architectures and 
components need to be considered

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Connectivity commoditization

Emerging premiumization

Typical connected services offerings by 
domestic volume OEMs (excerpt)

VPA including natural 
language control

Remote vehicle 
monitoring & access

Smart navigation incl. 
POI search

OTA update/upgrade

Interior personalization 
via facial recognition

Vehicle environment 
monitoring

New 2019
New 2018

Positioned 
between Geely 
and Volvo for a 
young audience

Positioned as BEV 
brand against NIO, 
Weltmeister, Xpeng, 
etc.

Positioned as young 
SUV brand as an 
alternative to JV 
brands with better 
product substance 
and quality than 
local brands

New 2017
EXAMPLES
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New competitors from all fronts
Partners turning into competitors

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> This is an on-going trend. Instead of dealers being mere traders and 

vessels for other entities to generate revenues, investors directly 
engage in these business fields leveraging their size and network

> Investors show clear aspirations to develop their own customer-
facing brand and bind their customers to this brand

> OEMs need to counter this development by e.g. better product & 
price offerings in sales and better experience in aftersales while 
simultaneously enhancing their online channel availability and 
usage

> OEMs need to strengthen their activities in used cars, e.g. through 
dedicated used car centers and strong online presence with end-to-
end offerings and financial services

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Who are they?

What do they offer?

What makes them special?

Retail investors engage in businesses beyond new car sales 
and aftersales to generate additional revenue streams

Own used car 
sales (since 2017)

Own financial 
services (since 2018)

Multi-brand access 
to customers

Large network 
presence

Competitive 
offerings

EXAMPLES
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New competitors from all fronts
New automotive players

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION

> Tactically, OEMs need to emulate some of these new players setups
and strengths, e.g. sales and experience locations in high-footfall
areas, digitalization of sales and seamless O2O integration

> Strategically, established OEMs need to strengthen their brand
images and fully leverage their own brand heritage, continue to
innovate in CASE technologies and improve customer interfaces

> Further key initiatives include securing customer data which is of
utmost significance – OEM websites need to be designed in a way
where influence & impact of middlemen like verticals can be limited

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

HIGH
FOOTFALL

SUB-URBAN/ 
RURAL

URBAN

Online direct sales is often the main channel
What is their sales concept? 

Showrooms are often in high-footfall areas
Where are the stores located?

What is their aftersales concept? 
Own service garages or in cooperation with ISPs

Customer IDs are used to gather information, stay 
connected with the customer and provide 
personalized offerings & services after purchase

What makes them special?

Who are they? > New NEV players often have unconventional ways to sell and
market their cars

> Direct online sales guarantees transparency regarding price to the
customers, which increases trust

> Direct online sales also cuts costs that would appear with a
“middleman”

> Furthermore, direct and continuous interaction with customers
ensures holistic customer data gathering and management
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New competitors from all fronts
Established tech giants & rookies

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> OEMs are already cooperating with tech giants and use them as 

another sales outlet

> New players like Guazi, Renrenche, Youxin and Tuhu primarily stay 
in the domain for volume and budget brands, but are having large 
portion of customer interface and are taking away revenues from 
4S dealers and “unregulated” used car malls, agents and ISPs

> Therefore, their advance has given the unregulated used car market 
a certain structure and transparency

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Who are they?

Established tech giants Tech rookies

Renrenche

YouxinGuazi

Tuhu

Sales of parts,
accessories & services

What makes them special?

Creation of eco-systems, that pose a 
risk to the OEMs’ customer journey

Used car sales, aftersales 
parts & services

Alibaba’s 
Tmall

JD.com

What do 
they offer? > Continue cooperating with e-commerce players like Tmall and 

JD.com and expand alliances by cooperation with tech giants for 
both business activities and connectivity solutions

> Don’t neglect the size of used car players and build up OEM 
specific used car ecosystem with better products and offering (and 
price if possible)

> Consider collaboration with used car players for the online 
channels to leverage their reach, e.g. by offering the complete used 
car stock through a tech rookie
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New competitors from all fronts
Influx of new challengers

Source: Berylls

OUR OBSERVATION
> Autohome, PCauto and alike have developed from sole providers of 

dealer subscription and advertising services to transaction-
supporting intermediaries; using their platforms, dealers don’t just 
market their inventories but moreover provide their services to 
customers, such as test drive and financial offer requests

> The spectrum of functionalities of verticals & intermediaries is 
too broad for OEMs to mimic, making possible substitution 
challenging

> OEMs must assess ways for cooperation with verticals

> Therefore, it must be clear which use cases and touchpoints belong 
to whom and what OEM’s additional value add is

> Nevertheless, OEMs must strengthen their own brand presence to 
show their brand, create fascination and provide useful and 
convenience increasing services

OUR PERSPECTIVE

OUR RECOMMENDATION

Who are they?

Verticals & 
intermediaries

Autohome

PCauto iFeng Auto

Auto Sina

Auto times

EXAMPLES

What do they offer?

What makes them special?
Increasing extension of online vehicle 
presentation and experience offerings, 
e.g. through virtual showrooms

Industry news

Vehicle search 
& information

Dealer search
Financial offer 

request

Vehicle reviews 
& forums

Test drive 
booking

Price 
comparison
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Rethink product 
portfolio, 

production &
retail footprint

Focus on proactive 
solutions for customer 

demands

Increase transparency 
as basis to enhance 

steering

Enable flexibility 
across all business 

operations

Be open for new 
ways of 

collaboration & 
eco-systems

1 2 3 4 5

A CALL TO ACTIONQUO VADIS, 
CHINA?

Macroeconomic 
squeeze & 

environmental 
regulations

Changing market 
dynamics

New competitors 
from all fronts

Varying customer 
groups, preferences 
& rising expectation

Growing pressure 
from retail
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Source: Berylls

Macroeconomic squeeze & environmental regulations

> China’s population has benefited from the ongoing economic growth of the last decades, resulting in increasing income

> However, cost of living has increased even more rapidly, not only regarding prices for basic needs, such as food but also for education. 
The biggest burden is real estate price which has skyrocketed, even in times of Corona

> Further uncertainties, e.g. from trade wars add to an overall limited consumer confidence and spending

> Environmental regulations increase operational complexities, forcing manufacturing & chemical-heavy operations in aftersales services 
outside of inner-cities

> NEVs are heavily pushed by the government while purchase and operation of gasoline vehicles face ever more hurdles

CALL TO 
ACTION

&

BERYLLS 
REFERENCES

> Insecure customers that will hold tighter to their private budget require more pro-active, more targeted approaches. These approaches 
should at the very least recommend the right vehicle type at the appropriate price level

> Pricing policies should be kept flexible in order to react immediately to macro-economic changes such as import tariff changes or 
regulatory changes on NEV subsidies

> BEVs and FCEVs should be the general NEV focus as PHEVs are a transitional technology

> Flexible manufacturing & retail footprints must be developed as certain functions will require relocations due to zoning regulations

KEY 
ISSUES

360° ANALYSIS
RETAIL NETWORK 
DEVELOPMENT 4.0
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Source: Berylls

Varying customer groups, preferences & rising expectations

> Diversified preferences and demands amongst customers from all over China that can‘t be uniformly addressed

> Customer always expect professional interaction and experiences, support & assistance  and transparent information during their 
online as well as offline journeys; customers want to physically experience various models at the dealership and be able to test drive 
their desired car at any time

> Customers have high requirements, expect high value for money and are highly attracted by brand image, but show limited loyalty to 
a single brand – when their requirements are not met, they won’t stay with the brand

> Customers are generally willing to integrate into an ecosystem, but when offered, there is no guarantee they will join

CALL TO 
ACTION

&

BERYLLS 
REFERENCES

> Pro-active and highly personalized customer approach both physically and digitally through all available channels

> Omni-channel presence, equivalent and homogenous information & offering must always be guaranteed. Any kind of experience must 
be of the same content and quality

> Closely monitor customers; changes in perception must be quickly understood and followed-up; establish loyalization endeavors & 
programs that acknowledge different customers and their demands from OEMs’ brands, products and customer interface

> Continuously benchmark competitors’ activities & assess their impact

SALES & AFTERSALES 
DIGITALIZATION 

TOOLBOX

KEY 
ISSUES

360° ANALYSIS
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Source: Berylls

Increasing pressure from retail

> Full exploitation of market potentials in all city tiers require extensive development of retail networks both in terms of footprint 
expansion and qualitative upgrades of individual dealerships

> While it is undeniable that these developments require extra-ordinary financial expenses, the current retail setup of many OEMs make 
oversight and steering of their current network and during upcoming network transformations difficult

> Large sets of unfocused KPIs fail to indicate potential risks and threats for individual dealers and network stability

> This may result in large scale operational disruptions

CALL TO 
ACTION

&

BERYLLS 
REFERENCES

> The still widespread one-fits-all approach is outdated. Instead, OEMs should use an intelligent mix of various formats targeted at 
different customer demands – formats targeted specifically at sales, aftersales and experience with different sizes. This retail setup 
provides OEMs with necessary planning flexibility

> Quick and intuitive evaluation of individual retailer's performance and financial health is an absolute enabler. Retailers need an easily 
understandable KPI system focusing on a few critical KPIs to evaluate performance and its financial health esp. with regards to debt 
and cashflow

RETAIL METRIC 
& DASHBOARD 
DEVELOPMENT

INTELLIGENT 
VEHICLE 

ALLOCATOR

KEY 
ISSUES

RETAIL NETWORK 
DEVELOPMENT 4.0
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Source: Berylls

Changing market dynamics

> Automotive market growth slowed down, however some success stories especially in the premium segment are still recorded. 
Nonetheless, it seems safe to say that the days of unbridled growth are over

> Local OEM groups are extending their portfolio segments at both ends: On one hand new brands are launched to conquer higher, top-
of-volume/premium segments such as Exeed by Chery, Lynk&CO, Polestar and Geometry by Geely. At the same time, brands are also 
positioned at entry-levels such as Jetour by Chery or Yuanjing by Geely

> The importance of digitalization grows beyond a sole supporting function during the customer lifecycle but may become the essential 
pillar of any automotive company’s competitiveness and ultimately, survivability

> Vehicle lifetimes are increasing as the used car market is increasing rapidly. However, large involvement of OEMs is still missing

CALL TO 
ACTION

&

BERYLLS 
REFERENCES

> The entire industry needs to respond with smart approaches to conquer customers, especially with regards to portfolio definition, 
digital sales & aftersales. Thus, two dependencies must be dissolved to increase flexibility and innovation speed for local OEMS: 

(1) Dependency on physical retail: Innovations that digitalize the entire customer journey must be focused. At the very least, key use 
cases/touchpoints which provide highest degree of convenience and practicability need to be digitalized

(2) Dependency on global headquarters: OEMs need to accept a definite uncertainty in future planning. Thus, local product management 
must be detached from global approaches to enable swift and flexible response to new/changing customer demands

360° ANALYSIS

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE DESIGN 
& IMPLEMENTATION

KEY 
ISSUES

NEXT 
GENERATION 

CONFIGURATOR
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Source: Berylls

New competitors from all fronts

> New competition for established OEMs emerge beyond new NEV players; these new players often use unconventional ways to market
and sell their cars or services respectively

> New players now also encompass tech companies, both established (e.g. Tmall, JD.com) and rookies (e.g. Guazi, Renrenche, etc.), 
verticals (e.g. Autohome, PCAuto, etc.), but also retail investors engage in typical OEM fields by e.g. offering their own used car business 
and financial services

> Direct online sales increase customer trust through price transparency and cut costs by leaving out the “middleman”

CALL TO 
ACTION

&

BERYLLS 
REFERENCES

> Established OEMs can still rely on their strong brands to attract customers; however, they should not underestimate the impact that 
new players create through their experience & product offerings and their pricing

> Thus, regarding physical channels, sales and experience locations in high-footfall areas shall be build up, while digital offerings must 
counter the influence and impact of verticals and intermediaries. Customer data must be recognized as of utmost significance

> OEMs can leverage emerging new players through collaborations, especially regarding their digital capabilities and customer base. 
Online channels and reach can be leveraged, e.g. by offering the entire used car stock on a 3rd party player platform

CONNECTIVITY 
STRATEGY TOOLBOX

KEY 
ISSUES

NEXT 
GENERATION 

CONFIGURATOR

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE DESIGN 
& IMPLEMENTATION
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LET’S GET STARTEDQUO VADIS, 
CHINA?
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OUR BERYLLS CHINA TEAM is a highly skilled & experienced unit, serving all major players 
in the Chinese automotive industry, supported by further Berylls Group experts & resources 

… for your success in China

A dedicated team
Willy Wang
Managing Director
China

Hongtao Wei
Associate

Sema Poyraz
Consultant

Lois Yang
Market Analyst

+ Berylls Group
resources

+ strong local 
partner network

Dr. Jan Burgard
CEO & Executive Partner

We support our 
renowned customers

from strategy to 
implementation 

Source: Berylls

Store

StartupsSuppliers Dealer groups

InvestorsOEMs Mobility service
providers
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Our 360° ANALYSIS offers a holistic perspective on current state of your organization, 
indicates most prominent issues and enables targeted improvement planning

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

CEO Premium JV (German-Chinese)
“Berylls apprehended more of our 
core problems within 3 months than 
we did ourselves in many years –
that is impressive”

Head of Strategy, premium OEM
“Far too often we overvalue singular analysis 
and opinions. This approach identifies real 
patterns and interdependencies”

EVP Product Management, volume OEM 
“I turn regularly to Berylls in order to have 
my strategic direction challenged”

UNDERSTAND AND SOLVE YOUR 
PROBLEMS AT THE VERY CORE

„
„

Target definition of ambitions for brand and product

360° analysis to gain a holistic picture on organization 
based on combination of inside-out and outside-in 
analysis; this builds the foundation for initial hypotheses 
for improvement 

Measures derivation and action plan definition

Regular updates every 6 months to track improvement 
progress

Full transparency of key issues with clear separation 
between root causes & symptoms and comprehensive action 
plan to tackle them – completion within approx. 3 months

Alternatively, deployment of 360° rapid deployment suite 
which is a significantly quicker yet still effective version

Focus on minimum set of sources for 360° analysis to 
derive a robust set of hypotheses –remote deployment 
possible; results can be achieved within 6 weeks

EVP Automotive Business,  Chinese volume OEM
“It’s not so much about the novelty of the findings 
– but Berylls connected the dots like no one 
before and told us directly, what action to take”

360°
ANALYSIS
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Our SALES & AFTERSALES DIGITALIZATION TOOLBOX offers state-of-the-art means to 
digitalize the customer journey and reduces dependency on physical fulfillment partners 

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

Head of Commercial Vehicles, volume OEM
“Berylls understood well the differences between B2B 
and B2C customers and esp. what fleet managers are 
looking for, now our app has a really high activation rate”

Senior Director Digitalization, premium OEM 
“I turned to Berylls for regular sparring on our 
company’s digitalization strategy; they have developed 
a full customer centric strategy, implemented all the 
key use cases and pointed out the system-side 
modifications we as OEM have to make and what 
roles our retail play

SALES & 
AFTERSALES 

DIGITALIZATION 
TOOLBOX

Digitalization strategy development incl. critical use cases 
and touchpoints, interdependencies to physical retail and 
collaboration strategy

Use case and touchpoint implementation, starting at 
design of concrete digital service offering

Joint target definition of digitalization ambitions & goals

Action plans, detailed digitalization concepts and service 
descriptions for sales and aftersales, ready for 
implementation

App MVP can also be developed

Holistic digitalization strategy for the entire customer 
journey covering the entire customer lifecycle

REGAIN 
INDEPENDENCE AND 

FLEXIBILITY

„
„

Customer centric definition of implementation 
requirements towards systems and other enablers in sales 
and aftersales

Head of Aftersales, premium OEM
“Berylls has developed an aftersales 
digital strategy, now we have state-
of-the-art offering”
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Our configurator identifies & recommends the best 
matching car to potential customers – based on lifestyle!

NEXT GENERATION CONFIGURATOR is our intelligent and individual vehicle recommendation 
solution that builds on your customers’ lifestyles

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

Head of Sales, premium OEM
“This concept somewhat revolutionized the way 
we think about configuration! It offers a truly 
unique point of entry to our product portfolio”

OFFER EACH POTENTIAL 
CUSTOMER THE PRODUCT 

THAT FITS THEM! 

„
„

Intelligent, easy-to-use and conversion-driven configurator

Increase of engagement & conversion by factor 5x

Opportunity to push specific (tailored) configurations

Support for sales initiatives – i.e. stock vehicle promotion

Additional data source for customer insights

AI-based recommendation engine leverages insights 
from historic sales, market data and customer 
sentiment to create highly individual vehicle set

With each user interaction, the recommendation engine 
recognizes new patterns, learning to further improve 
recommendation quality over time

Sales EVP, volume OEM
“This concept is great – so far, we 
always struggled with the complexity 
of our own configurations. We could 
not match them properly with customers 
before.”

President China, premium OEM
“I was skeptical at first, but the results 
convinced me. I was recommended the 
very vehicle I currently drive!”
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INTELLIGENT VEHICLE ALLOCATOR (IVA) is an AI-based system designed to recommend the 
ideally configured stock car to the right dealer location prior to their ordering process

Source: Berylls

YOUR BENEFITS

Head of Sales, premium OEM
“Now we know exactly the customer 
preferences are in the different regions; 
now we can allocate the in-demand 
vehicles to the right dealerships”

STOCK THE RIGHT 
VEHICLE AT THE RIGHT 

PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME

„
„

HOW IT WORKS

Automatic improvement over time based on broad data 
pool (e.g. historic sales, market environment, income level 
etc.) using machine learning technology

All-in-one: Berylls offers implementation 
from backend to frontend and connection 
with existing DMS-systems

Less rebates necessary due to increased sales efficiency 
and higher inventory turn rate

Shorter vehicle-in-stock times reducing tied capital

Digitization and automation of currently manual processes

Managing Director, large retail group
“We lock a lot of financial capital in our existing 
vehicles, so a transparent and holistic analysis 
is essential for equipping the right stock “Dispatch Manager

“Transparency is the key to 
efficient vehicle sales”

Increased sales performance due to better prediction of 
customer preferences

AI-based allocation of ideally configured stock vehicle to 
the best suited dealer location so that customers find the 
models they desire at their local dealerships
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RETAIL NETWORK DEVELOPMENT 4.0 improves retail profitability and full market potential 
exploitation through optimized formats and their allocation

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

Head of Retail Steering, premium OEM
“Berylls helped us understanding our 
customers and their needs in the physical world, 
outlining the requirements for our future retail 
network and planning necessary milestones”

ALLOCATE RIGHT 
FORMAT AT THE 

RIGHT PLACE

„
„

Transformation of retail setups away from one-fits-all 
formats towards flexible and modular planned formats 
that are purpose driven: experience formats, sales formats 
& aftersales formats

Purpose-driven format allocation considering customer 
needs, behavior and full network coverage

Strategic format deployment reducing investments & costs 
and enabling synergies within the retail network, thus 
securing and enhancing financial attractiveness

Reduced intra-brand cannibalization

Fulfilled customer expectations and optimal market 
exploitation

Reduced overall costs within the market area 

Head of Sales, premium OEM
“With the approach of Berylls 
we were able to fully address 
the market potential.”  

Head of Controlling, volume OEM
“The elaborate and strategic deployment of our 
formats will help us to achieve cost savings of 
up to 10%, I was not expecting that.”

Tailored and data-driven planned retail network
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Simplification of KPI metric in alignment with investor 
groups which enables:

With RETAIL METRIC & DASHBOARD DEVELOPMENT we offer significant reduction of 
complexities in dealer business monitoring and establish proactive steering mechanisms

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

VP Dealer Business Management, 
premium OEM
“The Berylls solution is more than just 
another list of KPIs, I am now able to 
identify potential risks immediately and 
take efficient measures”

TAKING BACK 
CONTROL IN DEALER 

BUSINESS

„
„Views tailored towards target audience

Easy comprehension of essential topics

Timely identification & mitigation of risks 

Holistic dealership improvement options

Integration of new KPI metric into an app for improved 
viewing & browsing

Faster comprehension of performance and health on 
individual dealership and network level through purpose-
driven and target audience-specific views on KPIs

Long-term reduction of reporting and tracking efforts 
through compact and informative KPI metric

Easier understanding of reporting through streamlined KPI 
set

Area manager, premium retail group
“Berylls included our perspective from the 
very beginning and made us part of the 
solution. With the new system we could 
reduce reporting efforts significantly”
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The CONNECTIVITY STRATEGY TOOLBOX helps you to always stay ahead of competition in 
the much contested Chinese market environment   

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

Head of Connectivity Controlling, volume OEM
“I like the cross-functional team acceleration 
workshop. It gathers all stakeholders into one place 
and thus leverages everyone’s ideas and concerns”

Head of Product Management, volume OEM
“The competitor benchmarking was done really quick. 
Within a few weeks we had a great overview over our 
competitors' offerings and knew exactly what the 
customer like and didn’t like about it.”

Application of proven framework which consists of six 
interlinked dimensions to derive connectivity strategy 
directions: vision & mission, value proposition, technology 
model, work & delivery model, partnering model and 
culture & leadership

Team acceleration: Highly efficient and proven workshop 
format that achieves instant and broad buy-in across all 
stakeholders for the newly defined strategy

Substantial outside-in and inside-out analysis, esp. 
competitor benchmarking in key markets using broad 
database

Comprehensive report on competitor product and service 
offerings, the underlying technologies and business models

Head of Infotainment Development, premium OEM
“The Berylls connectivity framework is highly 
valuable; we could quickly develop a sustainable 
strategy based on it”

CONNECTIVITY 
STRATEGY TOOLBOX

HOLD STRATEGIC CONTROL 
IN THE MOST DYNAMIC 
MARKET ENVIRONMENT

„
„

Full transparency on customer perceptions, esp. customer 
pain points, criticality within purchasing process and 
demands from dealers/investors

Actionable connectivity strategy from product, technology 
and business model perspectives; requirements towards 
organization
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Berylls‘ CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION induces true customer-
centricity into physical and digital service development

Source: Berylls

HOW IT WORKS YOUR BENEFITS

Senior Director Connectivity Solutions, 
volume OEM
“Our digital services are now significantly 
better embedded into the customer 
journey – ever since we have a strong 
increase in activation rates and service 
extensions”

TAKE FULL CONTROL OVER 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

„
„

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE DESIGN 
& IMPLEMENTATION

Breakdown of customer experience into individual use 
cases/initiatives

Identification of enablers and required systems for each 
use case/initiative

Formulation of detailed requirements (user stories) 
towards enablers and systems to prepare digital & physical 
service implementation

Overall customer experience (CX) design, powered by 
Berylls CX design suite

Customer-centric prioritization of use cases/initiatives

Transparency on required enablers to realize customer 
experience

Interdependencies between enablers respectively their 
criticality for customer experience realization

Substantive foundation to further develop working model, 
adjust organizational setup and optimize processes

VP Connected Service Development, 
premium OEM
“Our internal and external collaboration 
has gained large efficiencies. We finally 
have a consistent approach to prioritize 
& formulate requirements.”
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LET’S TALK ABOUT IT!

Willy Lu Wang
Managing Director China
willy.wang@berylls.com

Dr. Jan Burgard
CEO & Executive Partner
jan.burgard@berylls.com

Hongtao Wei
Associate
hongtao.wei@berylls.com


